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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
stopped being funny in 2019, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submis-
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e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the 
authors.
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FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Hannah Best never misses an episode of “The Tonight Show” with Jimmy Fallon. 
Eloise Betts has seen some shit. Jeremiah Biehn thinks often about the ending to the 
2000 French Art house film Holding Motors. Maximilian Bishop played chess when 
they were 6, but quit after a horrific bout of childhood arthritis. Azalea Biteau does 
NOT want flowers, please stop sending them. Maya Blackmon is an avid fly fisher 
and will talk with you for hours about angling on the water. Zoe Blair tried to run for 
president, but did not realize there was an age minimum. Benjamin Bologna ok this 
name has to be an alias. Benjamin, if you’re trying to hide from someone or some-
thing you chose the wrong place. Max Bonsteel just said “Whoa, Nelly Furtado, that’s 
a spicy meatball!” Asa Boomer-Brazier lost their lucky pen already :(. Cayla Bovell 
has a favorite animal, and it is the musk ox. Anton Boxler will be standing outside 
Slayter between midnight and 1 am on Wednesdays ready to fight you. Please do not 
go to the flagpole if you are not ready to throwdown. Colin Boykin has the same last 
name as someone famous but I might be wrong someone fact check me. Dea Bra-
himaj wants to talk about the latest episode of the Joe Rogan Experience with you. 
Adelaide Branca hits an inhaler even though they aren’t prescribed one. Hayden 
Brashear is learning how to DJ. Andrew Brasky is super anti-vape and was actually 
really happy when Juuls were banned. Beatrice Braun-Arnold looks at dirt. Helen 
Breen breeds Guinea Pigs on the DL. Emily Brennan didn’t know “deli” was short 
for “delicatessen”. Jacob Brink is a Denison legacy. Samuel Brody thinks the Ohio 
Hoover dam is the real one. Carly Broseman can’t wait for DU votes to ask them 
about their registration status! Delaney Brown goes by Delaney Tan. Sydney Brown 
goes by Delaney Beige. Kurby Brown likes to eat their enemies whole. Spencer 
Brown goes by Sencer Sienna. Quinn Brown lowkey thinks Zombie Angelina Jolie 
is HOT! Aoife Bruce did not support Edward the Bruce’s campaign in Ireland. Lila 
Burke IS NOT LULA BURKE! THEY ARE TWO SEPERATE PEOPLE!!! Mad-
dox Burnworth should write the next great American novel. Chiara Burson is too 
afraid to ask where Slayter is. Reilly Burton hates the book Charlotte’s Web. Its a 
long story… Calvin Burzynski invented the walk in freezer. Brrr! Danielle Buse got 
lost in the library for all of Aug-O. Avery Butler knows the finest of wines. Grace 
Cadham it’s pronounced Cah-tham. Claire Campanelli is honoring the memory of 
Charles Manson… no, not that one. Celia Cangiano enjoys cold pizza on rainy days. 
Khoi Cao Cu still plays wordle every day. Megan Carlson loves DU votes. Alex-
ander Carlton will never vote and is proud of it. Andrew Carpenter is a neutral 
party. Norah Carter hates DU votes. Leah Cashin cash out cash out cash out. Nina 
Casingal saw the Flaming Lips live and was never the same. Michael Cassidy once 
got scammed and was sold oregano instead of weed. Alex Castro is related to Justin 
Trudeau. Grace Cates has balanced all of their chakras. Caroline Cavalier fought at 
the battle of Naseby in 1645. Lucy Cavanaugh also fought at the battle of Naseby in 
1645, they lost an eye to a musket ball. Alessandra Ceccarelli collects slightly used 
musket balls. Yung Han Chang thinks DCGA does many great things for this cam-
pus. Caroline Channell thinks DCGA does not do many great things for this campus. 
In fact, they think the exact opposite. 
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MORE FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION

INTERESTED IN BEING HOT AND SEXY?

The Bullsheet will be accepting writer applications starting 8/29 
through 9/18. Now is your chance to become an established and 

professional reporter.  

Scan the QR code to access our application. Applications will be 
anonymous this year. Until then, we will accept student 

submissions forever and always---email those to us as well. 

- Staff

Andreas Chapides had to stop chasing cars after the accident. Caroline Chaze can’t 
stop chasing cars. Jason Chen sold the Louisianna purchase. Making bank! Lukas 
Cheris owns a pet tortoise and takes the tortoise, named Jerry, on long walks around the 
neighborhood. Jerry loves the walks, but they do take 5 hours because Jerry is a tor-
toise. Vea Choubey got rabies after trying to catch a wild animal with their bare hands. 
Sophia Christy has got some crazy belly button lint, ew! Duong Chu is my brother 
from another mother, FR. Amelia Clark is a professional nerf player. Livia Cleary 
prints money. Elsa Cline looooooves the Slayter mail room soooooo much. Carter 
Cline doesn’t like bringing up their relationship. Emily Clutter really needs to clean 
their room–it smells. Vincent Cognetta classically cognifies cogent counter argumen-
tation. Nicole Cohen-Sabban is an ENTP and a Virgo and they will make sure you 
remember it. Jaden Cole doesn’t know anything about anything, stop asking. Fiona 
Coleman ate an ant once for a dare. Gabriella Collie is definitely NOT a herding dog 
in disguise… Emily Comko has a case of the Mondays. Feel better soon! Meghan 
Condon does not condone texting and driving. Alyssa Contreras likes to say things 
like “on the contrary” in conversation. Megan Conway wants to make a trucking based 
Conair sequel. Broderick Cook a big meatball. Lia Coplin  LOVES the banjo. Kath-
erine that’s me in the Corner … that’s me in the spot-light losing my religion. Laure-
line Costa FORTUNE. Isabella Cozzie can alway find a coozie. William Creevy hides 
coozies for Isabella to find because they know it makes them happy. Mason Cromwell 
also fought at the Battle of Naseby (1645). Javier Cruz runs a secret money laundering 
operation in Shorney. Ariadna Cruz is cruising down Main St. Charles Cushman was 
born to be a drug dealer. Mya Cusson like a sailor! Noah Cyr is only two letters away 
from being Noah Cyrus. Genevieve Cyrus doesn’t wanna talk about it… Kathryn 
Daniher regrets picking Big Red as their meal plan. Viola Day actually plays the vio-
lin. Lauren DeCourcey dropped out of the swim team. Ava Dedio has never been to 
the county fair but really wants to go. Jack Dee z nuts. Peter Devaprasad is deprived 
of their most basic rights. Oliver DiCerbo wants to find out who the Zodiac Killer is.
Ava DiMasi would have gotten away with it too, if it wasn’t for you meddling kids and 
your gosh darn dog!


